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Abstract. We study the global and local topology of three objects associated to a simple
oriented matroid: the lattice of convex sets, the simplicial complex of acyclic sets, and the
simplicial complex of free sets. Special cases of these objects and their homotopy types
have appeared in several places in the literature.

The global homotopy types of all three are shown to coincide, and are either spherical
or contractible depending on whether the oriented matroid is totally cyclic.

Analysis of the homotopy type of links of vertices in the complex of free sets yields a
generalization and more conceptual proof of a recent result counting the interior points of
a point configuration.

1. Introduction

An oriented matroidM of rankr is a combinatorial abstraction of a finite collection of
vectors spanningRr (a realizableoriented matroid), or a finite collection of points that
affinely span affine(r − 1)-space (anacyclic, realizable oriented matroid)—see [4] for
examples, as well as terminology and background on oriented matroids.

To any simple oriented matroidM, there are several natural and well-studied partial
orders, cell complexes, simplicial complexes, and topological spaces one can associate.

∗ Work by Reiner was partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-9877047. Work by Edelman was done while
at University of Minnesota.
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The purpose of this paper is to study three more such objects:

• the semilattice of convex setsLconv(M),
• the simplicial complex of acyclic sets1acyclic(M),
• the simplicial complex of free sets1free(M).

Our first main result is:

Theorem 1. Lconv(M)\{∅},1acyclic(M), and1free(M) are all homotopy equivalent.
Furthermore, they are homotopy equivalent to a{

sphereSr (M)−1 ifM is totally cyclic,

point otherwise,

where r(M) is the rank of the oriented matroidM.

Several special cases of these objects and their homotopy types have arisen previously
in the literature:

• In the special case of an affine point configuration, the semilatticeLconv(M) is the
lattice of convex sets in the usualconvex geometry(see [9] and Section 5 below)
associated to the point configuration. In this case the complex1free(M) appeared
in a conjecture of Ahrens et al. [1] on a formula for the number of interior points
in the point set. Their conjecture was proven in [10], using the topology of links
of vertices in1free(M) (and, independently, in a purely enumerative fashion by
Klain [16]).
• In the case where the oriented matroidM is acyclic, but not necessarily realizable,
M still carries the structure of a convex geometry that was first introduced by Las
Vergnas [18], andLconv(M) was studied further by Edelman [7]—see Exercises
3.9 and 3.10 on p. 152 of [4].
• In the case whereM is antiparallel-closed (see Section 3 below), the topology of
1acyclic(M) was studied by Edelman [8], and used to give a proof for the oriented
matroid generalization [4, Theorem 4.6.1] of Zaslavsky’s formula for the number
of chambers cut out by an arrangement of hyperplanes.
• A further special case arises in the work of Bj¨orner and Welker [3] on the topology

of complexes of directed graphs. There the complex1acyclic(M) appears as the
complex of acyclic directed graphs, and Lconv(M) appears as thelattice of all
posets. Both are shown to be homotopy equivalent to spheres, which we generalize
in Theorem 15 below.

The contents of the paper are as follows. Section 2 gives definitions and reviews
terminology in order to prove Theorem 1. We next investigate the homotopy type of
local structures within the objects in question; that is, intervals and order filters within
Lconv(M) and links of faces within1acyclic(M) and1free(M). Section 3 deals with
local structures inLconv(M) and1acyclic(M). Here we find that, as in Theorem 1, the
homotopy types are essentially identical (Proposition 11), albeit arbitrarily complicated
(Proposition 14). However, in the special case whereM is antiparallel closed, the homo-
topy type of these two local structures is either spherical or contractible (Theorem 15).
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Section 4 deals with links in1free(M), which turn out to be more subtle. After
reviewing some of the theory of convex geometries [9], we closely examine the link
of a vertexe in 1free(M), and relate it to the simplification of the oriented matroid
contractionM/e. Recall that the simplification Simp(M) of an oriented matroidM
is obtained fromM by removing all loops and considering each parallelism class as a
single element.

Theorem 2. 1free(Simp(M/e)) is a collapse(and hence a strong deformation retract)
of link1free(M)(e).

In Section 5 we apply Theorem 2 to prove a generalization (Theorem 23) of the
conjecture of Ahrens et al. [1] mentioned above. We generalize their result from point
configurations in real affined-space (that is, realizable acyclic oriented matroids) to
all oriented matroids. In the process, we greatly simplify the topological proof of their
conjecture in [10], by avoiding an excursion into Gale transforms.

2. Global Homotopy Type and Cyclicity

The goal of this section is to establish terminology, define the objects of study, and prove
Theorem 1.

Recall that an oriented matroidM on ground setE may be specified by its collection
of covectors, which are functionsf : E→ {+,0,−}, satisfying the covector axioms [4,
p. 159]. Throughout we assume thatM is simple, i.e., it contains no parallel elements
(although antiparallel elements are allowed) and no loops. We refer to a covector as
beingpositiveif all of its entries are+, non-negativeif all of its entries are+ or 0, and
similarly for negativeandnon-positive. We also refer to thepositive support f−1(+)
of a covector f . We sayM is acyclic or acyclically orientedif some covectorf is
positive, and say thatM is totally cyclic or totally cyclically orientedif (0, . . . ,0) is
the only non-negative covector. Note that these possibilities are mutually exclusive, but
not exhaustive. For example, the oriented matroid realized by the vector configuration
A = {(1,0), (−1,0), (0,1)} in R2 is neither acyclic nor totally cyclic.

Say that a subsetA ⊆ E is acyclic if there exists some covector ofM which takes
only the value+ on A (equivalently, the restrictionM|A is an acyclic oriented matroid).
When A is acyclic, define theconvex hullconv(A) to be the set ofe in E having the
property that every covectorf which is identically+ on A also hasf (e) = +. Say that
an acyclic setA is convexif conv(A) = A. Theextreme pointsex(A) of an acyclic set
A are defined to be the pointsa in A such thata 6∈ conv(A− {a}). It can be shown that
conv(ex(A)) = conv(A) [18], [7]. A convex setA is free if ex(A) = conv(A) (= A).
When we wish to emphasize the underlying oriented matroidM, we will annotate these
operators with subscripts: exM(A), convM(A).

Define Lconv(M) to be the poset (actually a meet-semilattice) of convex subsets
of E ordered by inclusion, and let1acyclic(M) (resp.1free(M)) denote the simplicial
complexes of acyclic (resp. free) subsets ofE. We writeL◦conv(M) for Lconv(M)\{∅}.

It is easy to see that every proper lower interval [0̂, x] in Lconv(M) is the poset of
convex sets in aconvex geometry, and hence is ameet-distributive lattice; that is, a lattice
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Fig. 1. Convex, free, and acyclic sets for the oriented matroidM given by the point configurationA.

in which every coatomic interval is Boolean; see [9] and Section 4 below. This convex
geometry was first considered by Las Vergnas [18], [4, p. 152, Exercise 3.9].

WhenM is not acyclic, it is easy to see thatLconv(M) will not have joins, and hence
not be a lattice. Although one might think to adjoin a top element1̂ to make it a lattice, this
latticeLconv(M)∪{1̂}would not be meet-distributive, as it is not even ranked in general.
Consider for example the case of the realizable oriented matroidM corresponding to
the vector configurationA = {a = (1,−1),b = (1,0), c = (1,1),d = (−1,0)} in R2

(see Fig. 1). This has maximal convex subsets{abc,ad, cd}, leading to maximal chains
in Lconv(M) of lengths 3,2,2, respectively. For this reason, we refrain from adjoining
a top element toLconv(M).

In preparation for the proof of Theorem 1, we review some notation and facts from
combinatorial topology—see [2] and Appendix 4.7 of [4] for more background. When
referring to the topology of a simplicial complex, we mean the topology of itsgeometric
realization. When referring to the topology of a posetP we mean the topology of its
order complex. The order complex of a poset is the simplicial complex whose simplices
are the linearly ordered subsets ofP. For an elementp ∈ P we denote byP≤p the poset
{q ∈ P: q ≤ p }. Analogously defined are the posetsP<p, P≥p, andP>p. WhenP is
a lattice (resp. meet-semilattice) we denote by0̂ and1̂ (resp.0̂) its unique minimal and
maximal (resp. unique minimal) element.

We will make frequent use of the following well-known tools.

Lemma 3 (Quillen Fiber Lemma) [4, Lemma 4.7.29].If f : P → Q is an order-
preserving map of posets with f−1(Q≤q) contractible for all q in Q, then f induces a
homotopy equivalence of P and Q.

Dually, the same holds if f−1(Q≥q) is contractible for all q in Q.

Lemma 4. Let {pi }ki=1 be a collection of elements of a poset P with the property that
each subposet P<pi is contractible. Then the inclusion P− {pi }ki=1 ↪→ P induces a
homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Assume thepi are indexed so thatpi < pj implies i > j , and then apply the
Quillen Fiber Lemma (Lemma 3) to each inclusion

P − {pi } ji=1 ↪→ P − {pi } j−1
i=1 .
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Lemma 5 [2, Corollary (10.12)]. Let f : P → P be a closure operator; that is, f is
order-preserving, idempotent, and f(p) ≥ p for all p in P. Then f induces a strong
deformation retraction of P onto its image f(P), the subposet of closed sets.

Lemma 6 [2, Theorem (10.8)]. Let L be a finite lattice which is not atomic, i.e., the
atoms of L have join strictly smaller than̂1. Then L\{0̂, 1̂} is contractible.

Dually, the same holds if L is not coatomic.

We can now recall and prove Theorem 1 from the Introduction.

Theorem 1. L◦conv(M),1acyclic(M), and1free(M) are all homotopy equivalent. Fur-
thermore, they are homotopy equivalent to a{

sphereSr (M)−1 ifM is totally cyclic,

point otherwise.

Proof. (See proof of Theorem 2.2 of [3].) We first note thatL◦conv(M) is a strong
deformation retract of1acyclic(M), since the mapA 7→ conv(A) is a closure operator on
the poset of acyclic sets ordered by inclusion, whose subposet of closed sets isL◦conv(M).

We next show thatL◦conv(M) and1free(M) are homotopy equivalent. Note that
whenever a convex setA is not free, the closed interval [∅, A] below it in Lconv(M) is not
coatomic, and hence the open interval(∅, A) is contractible by Lemma 6. So by Lemma 4
one can remove the non-free sets fromL◦conv(M) without affecting the homotopy type,
leaving a subposet isomorphic to the poset of non-empty faces of1free(M). Since the
order complex of the face poset of a simplicial complex is isomorphic to the barycentric
subdivision of that complex, what remains is homeomorphic to1free(M).

It is left to verify that1acyclic(M) has the asserted homotopy type, for which we use
the Folkman–Lawrence topological representation theorem [4, Section 5.2]. This says
thatM has a representation by oriented pseudospheres lying on a(r (M) − 1)-sphere,
denoted bySr (M)−1, in which the covectors are the sign patterns of the cells in the
cellular decomposition with respect to the positive and negative hemispheres of each
pseudosphere.

Let U denote the subset ofSr (M)−1 covered by the union of theopenpositive hemi-
spheres. The Folkman–Lawrence theorem [4, Section 5.2] implies that this is a good
covering in the sense that all intersections of spaces in the covering are contractible,
and, by definition, the nerve of this covering is exactly1acyclic(M). Hence by the Nerve
Theorem [2, (10.7)],1acyclic(M) is homotopy equivalent to the unionU ⊂ Sr (M)−1.

WhenM is totally cyclic, we claim that the unionU is all of Sr (M)−1. Note that any
cell not inU must correspond to a non-zero non-positive covector inM, and hence (by
the negation axiom [4, Axiom L1, p. 159] for covectors)M would have a non-negative
covector, contradicting total cyclicity.

In the remaining case whereM is not totally cyclic, we first identify the complement
Sr (M)−1−U . This comes from the following observation, which must be known, but we
were unable to find it in the literature.
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Proposition 7. For any oriented matroidM with ground set E, there is a unique flat
V ⊂ E having the property that

• the contractionM/V is acyclic, and
• the restrictionM|V is totally cyclic.

Furthermore, let f be the covector ofM defined by

f (e) =
{

0 e∈ V,

+ e∈ E − V,

which is guaranteed to exist by the acyclicity ofM/V . ThenSr (M)−1−U is the closure
of the cell whose covector is− f .

Proof. GivenM, note that for any two non-negative covectorsf , g, the perturbation
axiom [4, p. 159, Axiom L2] implies that there is a covectorf ◦ g in M which is
non-negative and whose positive support is exactly the union of the positive supports
f −1(+) ∪ g−1(+). This implies that there is a unique non-negative covectorf having
maximum positive support under inclusion. SettingV := f −1(0) to be the zero set of
f , it is easy to check that this pair(V, f ) satisfies the conditions of the proposition, and
the conditions of the proposition uniquely defineV and f as above.

For the second assertion of the proposition, note that any cell inSr (M)−1 − U must
correspond to a non-positive covector. Maximality off then implies that any such cell
is in the closure of the one corresponding to− f .

We use the following lemma to deduce thatU is contractible (see [12] or Section 4.7
of [4] for definitions concerning collapsibility of CW-complexes).

Lemma 8 [6, Lemma 2.5]. Let M be a regular-CW PL-manifold without boundary,
and let X, Y be two subcomplexes of M. If X can be transformed to Y by a finite
sequence of elementary collapses and anticollapses within M, then M− X is homotopy
equivalent to M− Y.

By Theorem 5.2.1(iii) and Proposition 4.7.26 of [4],Sr (M)−1 is a regular-CW PL-
sphere. This implies that the barycentric subdivisionM = Sd(Sr (M)−1) is a regular-CW
PL-sphere as well. Denote byσ the cellSr (M)−1 − U , and takeX to be Sd(σ ) andY
to be the barycenter vertex ofX. Sinceσ is a closed cell, it follows thatX is a cone
with apex equal to the vertexY and base equal to Sd(Bd(σ )). It is easy to see that any
cone, such asX, can be collapsed to its apex vertexY: order the non-empty faces not
containingY in weakly decreasing order of their dimension asF1, F2, . . . , and thenFi

is a free face contained in the unique maximal faceFi ∪ {Y} afterF1, F2, . . . , Fi−1 have
been collapsed. Hence by Lemma 8 the spaceU is homotopy equivalent toSr (M)−1−Y,
which is clearly contractible.

Remark 9. The first assertion from Proposition 7 has an enumerative consequence
concerningre-orientationsof a fixed oriented matroidMon a ground setE, and theTutte
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polynomial TM(x, y) of the underlying matroidM . It is known [5, Proposition 6.2.11(iv),
Proposition 6.3.17, Example 6.3.28] that the number of

• re-orientations ofM is 2|E| = TM(2,2),
• acyclic re-orientations ofM is TM(2,0),
• totally cyclic re-orientations ofM is TM(0,2).

Therefore, Proposition 7 implies

TM(2,2) =
∑

flatsV of M

TM |V (0,2)TM/V (2,0).

This is a special case of a recent Tutte polynomial identity (see [11] and [17]):

TM(x, y) =
∑

flatsV of M

TM |V (0, y)TM/V (x,0).

Question 10. Like the semilatticesLconv(M), there are many instances in the literature
of semilattices having well-behaved lower intervals whose global topology is also well-
behaved, e.g., thegeometric semilatticesconsidered by Wachs and Walker [21], or the
Bn-semimodularlattices from [20].

Is there some more general family of topologically well-behaved semilattices encom-
passing all of these examples?

3. Local Topology ofLconv(M) and1acyclic(M)

Having established the global homotopy type of the three objects

L◦conv(M), 1acyclic(M), 1free(M)

we next study the homotopy type of “local structures” within them. For the meet-
semilatticeLconv(M), local structures mean open intervals(A, B) for nested convex
setsA ⊂ B, and (principal) order filtersLconv(M)>A. For1acyclic(M) and1free(M)

local structures mean the links of faces. Recall that thelink of a faceF in a simplicial
complex1 is defined as

link1(F) := {G ∈ 1: F ∩ G = ∅, F ∪ G ∈ 1}.

The present section deals with the topology of local structures withinLconv(M) and
1acyclic(M), leaving1free(M) for the next section.

For intervals(A, B) in Lconv(M), the fact that lower intervals are always meet-
distributive lattices determines their homotopy types as follows (see Lemma 16 below):
in a meet-distributive lattice, an interval [A, B] is either

• isomorphic to a Boolean algebra 2B−A, in which case the open interval(A, B) is
homeomorphic toS|B−A|−2 (this occurs exactly whenB − A is contained in the
extreme points ex(B) in the associated convex geometry; that is, whenA contains
all the non-extreme points ofB) or
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• not coatomic, in which case the open interval(A, B) is contractible by Lemma 6
(and actually turns out to be a shellable ball).

In light of this, it only remains to determine the homotopy type of order filters
Lconv(M)>A. This turns out to be equivalent to studying links in1acyclic(M). For the
formulation of the lemma we considerLconv(M)>A := {B ∈ Lconv(M): A ⊂ B } for
general subsetsA ⊆ E.

Proposition 11. For subsets A⊂ E which are convex inM, the order filter Lconv(M)>A

is a strong deformation retract oflink1acyclic(M)(A).
If A ⊂ E is acyclic but not convex inM, thenlink1acyclic(M)(A) is a cone having apex

given by any e inconv(A)− A. Consequently, it is contractible.

Proof. For the first assertion, consider the mapB 7→ conv(A ∪ B) defined on the
face poset of link1acyclic(M)(A). This is a closure operator whose subposet of closed
elements isLconv(M)>A (this is a generalization of the closure operator from the proof
of Theorem 1). By Lemma 5 and the fact that the order complex of link1acyclic(M)(A) is
homeomorphic to link1acyclic(M)(A), it follows thatLconv(M)>A is a strong deformation
retract of link1acyclic(M)(A).

For the second assertion, note that link1acyclic(M)(A) is the simplicial join of link1acyclic(M)

(conv(A))and the full simplex 2conv(A)−A, sinceA∪B is acyclic if and only if conv(A)∪B
is acyclic.

To understand the common homotopy type ofLconv(M)>A and link1acyclic(M)(A)when
A is convex, we introduce a subset of the Folkman–Lawrence sphereSr (M)−1 which has
the same homotopy type. Let

I A =
⋂
e∈A

H+e ,

whereH+e is the open positive pseudohemisphere labeled bye in the Folkman–Lawrence
representation ofM. Note thatI A is the interior of a ball by Proposition 4.3.6 of [4],
and hence contractible.

For eache′ 6∈ A defineIe′ = I A ∩ H+e′ and let

UA =
⋃
e′ 6∈A

e′+Aacyclic

Ie′ .

It follows from the definitions that link1acyclic(M)(A) is isomorphic to the nerve of the
good covering

{Ie′ : e′ 6∈ A, e′ + A acyclic}

of UA. Consequently we have:
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Proposition 12. When A⊂ E is convex, Lconv(M)>A and link1acyclic(M)(A) are ho-
motopy equivalent toUA.

It remains then for us to analyze the homotopy types of the spacesUA. We begin with
an easy sufficient condition for contractibility.

Lemma 13. If A is an acyclic set which is not f−1(+) for some covector f ofM, then
UA = I A, a contractible set.

Consequently, if A is a convex set which is not of the form f−1(+) for some covector,
Lconv(M)>A and link1acyclic(M)(A) are both contractible.

Proof. Suppose there is some pointx of I A − UA, and let the unique cell ofSr (M)−1

havingx in its relative interior correspond to the covectorf .
Sincex is in I A, we must havef (e) = + for all e ∈ A. For e 6∈ A with e+ A

not acyclic, the definition of acyclicity forcesf (e) ∈ {0,−}. For e 6∈ A with e+ A
acyclic, the fact thatx is not in UA forces f (e) ∈ {0,−}. Hence f is a covector having
f −1(+) = A.

The second assertion of the lemma then follows from the previous proposition.

Unfortunately, whenA = f −1(+) for some covectorf , the homotopy type of these
spaces can be arbitrarily complicated.

Proposition 14. For any finite simplicial complex1 there exists a(realizable) oriented
matroidM, and a convex subset A⊂ E havingUA (and consequently also Lconv(M)>A

and link1acyclic(M)(A)) homotopy equivalent to1.

Proof. (Sketch) Let the vertex set of1 be labeled{1,2, . . . , r }, and letv1, v2, . . . , vr

be basis vectors forRr . Chooseε in the range(0,1), and letM be the realizable oriented
matroid corresponding to the vector configuration

A = {v1, v2, . . . , vr } ∪
{
vF := ε

∑
i∈F

vi −
∑
j 6∈F

vj

}
F is a maximal face of1

.

Let A = {v1, v2, . . . , vr }, which is easily seen to be convex, withI A an open simplicial
cell on the sphereSr−1. We associate to a maximal faceF of1 the open setU(F) on the
Folkman–Lawrence sphere corresponding to the union of all cells whose covector have
value+ onv1, . . . , vr and onvF . One checks that{U(F)}F∈1 is a good covering ofUA,
whose nerve coincides with the nerve for the good covering of1 by the closures of its
maximal faces (see Fig. 2). Thus the Nerve Theorem [2, (10.7)] implies the assertion.

Although Proposition 14 is somewhat discouraging, in an important special case we
can be much more precise. Say thatM is antiparallel closedif for eache inM there
is at least one elementē in E which isantiparallel to e; that is,{e, ē} form a positive
circuit, or, equivalently, every covectorf has f (e) = + if and only if f (ē) = −. In the
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v

v
3

2

v
1
U(f1; 2g) \ U(f1; 3g)

U(f1; 2g)

U(f1; 2g) \ U(f2; 3g)

U(f2; 3g)

U(f1; 3g) \ U(f2; 3g)

U(f1; 3g)

Fig. 2. The covering ofUA from Proposition 14 for the simplicial complex1 having maximal faces
{{1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3}}.

case whereM is realized by an arrangement of vectorsA, a sufficient condition forM
to be antiparallel closed is thatA is centrally symmetric, i.e., closed under negation.

In particular,root systemsassociated to finite reflection groups (see Section 1.2 of [14])
are examples of antiparallel closed oriented matroids. Convex subsets of root systems
were studied in [19] (see also [20]). It is easy to see that for the root system of type
An−1 consisting of all vectors{ei − ej : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}, convex subsets are equivalent to
partially ordered sets on the numbers{1,2, . . . ,n}, with the extreme points ex(A) for a
convex setA corresponding to the edges of the Hasse diagram of the associated poset.
The semilatticeLconv(An−1) with a top element̂1 adjoined has been called thelattice of
all posets, and its global and local homotopy type were studied by Bj¨orner and Welker
[3], where it arose in their work on the topology of complexes of directed graphs. A
similar study was undertaken for other root systems by Heckenbach [13]. The next result
(and its proof) generalizes [3, Theorem 2.6] and [13].

Theorem 15. LetM be an antiparallel closed oriented matroid, and let A⊂ E be a
convex set. Thenlink1acyclic(M)(A) and Lconv(M)>A are homotopy equivalent to a{

sphereSr (M)−r (A)−1 if A = f −1(+) for some covector f,

point otherwise.

Proof. Let L be the big face lattice [4, Section 4.1] ofM and letL◦ := L\{0̂, 1̂}. The
map

ι:

{
L◦ → L◦conv(M),

f 7→ f −1(+)
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is easily seen to be order-preserving. It is also injective, since ifι( f ) = A, one can
recover f as follows:

f (e) =


+ if e∈ A,

− if e is antiparallel to an element ofA,

0 otherwise.

In proving the theorem, we may assume by Lemma 13 that we are in the case where
A = f −1(+) for some covectorf , so thatι( f ) = A. In this case, injectivity ofι implies
that it restricts to a map from

ι: L◦> f → L◦conv(M)>A.

It suffices to show that this restrictedι induces a homotopy equivalence, sinceL◦> f is
the open interval above a face of dimensionr (A)− 1 in a shellable(r (M)− 1)-sphere.

To apply the Fiber Lemma (Lemma 3) toι, we must show that for an arbitrary convex
setB containingA, the subposet

ι−1(Lconv(M)>B) = { f ∈ L◦: B ( f −1(+)}

is contractible. However, Proposition 4.3.6 of [4] shows that this is the poset of non-empty
interior faces of a shellable ball, and hence is contractible.

4. Local Topology of1free(M)

In this section we examine links in the complex1free(M). These links turn out to be
somewhat subtle in general, and we are mainly interested in analyzing the homotopy
type of links of vertices for use in the next section. On the other hand, we can say a little
more, and some of this remains true at the higher level of generality given by convex
geometries. As has already been noted, the set of convex sets of an acyclic oriented
matroid is a special case of a convex geometry. So we give here a brief review of some
of the theory of convex geometries—for a more detailed introduction see [9].

Let E be a finite set, and letL be a collection of subsets ofE that contains∅ andE
and is closed under intersection. We can alternatively think ofL as a closure operator on
E defined by

L(A) =
⋂

{C∈L |C⊇A}
C.

We say thatL is anti-exchangeif given any setC in L, and two unequal pointsp andq
in E, neither inC, one has that

q ∈ L(C ∪ {p}) ⇒ p 6∈ L(C ∪ {q}).

WhenL is anti-exchange, it is called aconvex geometry, and the subsets inL or, equiva-
lently, those subsetsA of E such thatL(A) = A are calledconvex sets. Let L conv(L) be
the lattice of convex sets ofL ordered by containment and letL ◦conv(L) := L conv(L)\{∅}.
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This is a meet-distributive lattice, which is ranked byr (A) = |A|. Conversely, every
meet-distributive lattice is isomorphic toL conv(L) for some convex geometryL.

There are two ways to construct new convex geometries fromL: restriction and
contraction. IfC is convex, then letL|C denote therestrictionof the convex geometry
L to the ground setC; that is, forA ⊂ C,

L|C(A) = L(A) ∩ C.

LetL/C be thecontractiondefined as a closure by

L/C(A) = L(C ∪ A)− C

for all A ⊆ E − C.
An elementa ∈ A with a 6∈ L(A − {x}) is calledan extreme point of A. Denote

the set of extreme points ofA by ex(A). It is a property of convex geometries that
conv(ex(A)) = conv(A) [9]. Call a convex setC freeif ex(C) = C. The set of free sets
of a convex geometry form a simplicial complex, denoted here as1free(L).

The following result on the topology of a meet-distributive latticeL conv(L) (and hence
also of its intervals) was already mentioned in the beginning of this section, and will be
used further below. We sketch the proof for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 16[9, Theorem 4.10]. LetL be a convex geometry on a ground set E and let
L = L conv(L) be its lattice of convex sets. ThenL ◦ is homeomorphic to a{

ball B|E|−2 if E 6= ex(E),

sphereS|E|−2 if E = ex(E).

Proof. Meet-distributivity implies lower-semimodularity and hence shellability [2,
(11.10(iv))]. It also implies that intervals of length 2 have either three or four elements.
Consequently,L is either an(|E| − 2)-ball or an(|E| − 2)-sphere by Proposition 4.7.22
of [4] and Theorem 11.4 of [2].

If E = ex(E), thenL is a Boolean algebra of rank|E|. Hence the order complex of
L ◦ is the barycentric subdivision of the boundary of an(|E| − 1)-simplex, which is an
(|E| − 2)-sphere.

If E 6= ex(E), thenL is not coatomic, soL ◦ must be contractible by Lemma 6, and
hence an(|E| − 2) ball.

Before we can analyze1free(L) in more detail we need the following simple lemma.
Recall that therestrictionof a simplicial complex1 to a subsetA of the ground set is
the simplicial complex

1|A := {B ∈ 1 | B ⊆ A }.

Lemma 17. In any convex geometryL, if A is a convex set contained in the extreme
points ofL, then

(a) link1free(L)(A) = 1free(L/A)
(b) 1free(L)|E−A = 1free(L|E−A)

as simplicial complexes on the ground set E− A.
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Proof. Let B ⊂ E be disjoint fromA.
(a) By definition of contraction,A ∪ B is convex inL if and only if B is convex in

L/A. Therefore

B ∈ link1free(L)(A) ⇔ exL(A∪ B) = A∪ B

⇔ e 6∈ L((A∪ B)− e) (∀e∈ A∪ B)

⇔ e 6∈ L((A∪ B)− e)− A (∀e∈ B)

⇔ exL/A(B) = B

⇔ B ∈ 1free(L/A).

Note that the reverse direction of the third equivalence uses the fact thatA is free.
(b) By definition of restriction,B = B ∩ (E − A) is convex inL|E−A if and only if

B is convex inL. Note that sinceA is a set of extreme points, we havee 6∈ L(B) for
e∈ A. Therefore

B ∈ 1free|E−A ⇔ exL(B) = B

⇔ e 6∈ L(B− e) (∀e∈ B)

⇔ e 6∈ L|E−A(B− e) (∀e∈ B)

⇔ exL|E−A(B) = B

⇔ B ∈ 1free(L|E−A).

We next review some definitions related to collapsing within simplicial complexes; a
good reference is [12]. A faceG in a simplicial complex is calledfreeif G is not maximal
and is contained in a unique maximal face of1 (we hope that no confusion results from
the conflict of well-established terminologies here; a free set in a convex geometry or
oriented matroid has nothing to do with a free face of a simplicial complex). IfG is a
free face of1 one calls1[G] := 1− {F ∈ 1: G ⊆ F } anelementary collapseof 1.
A subcomplex0 of 1 is called acollapseof 1 if there is a sequenceG0, . . . ,Gn such
that

• 10 = 1,
• 1i+1 = 1i [Gi ] is an elementary collapse fori = 0,1, . . . ,n,
• 1n+1 = 0.

If 0 = ∅ is a collapse of1, then1 is calledcollapsible. By [12], if 0 6= ∅ is a collapse
of 1, then0 is a strong deformation retract of1. In particular, if1 6= ∅ is collapsible,
then1 is contractible. There is a particularly nice sufficient condition for collapsibility
known asnon-evasiveness(see [15]): a simplicial complex1 on ground setV is called
non-evasive if either|V | = 1 and1 is a single vertex, or there is av ∈ V such that
link1(v) and1|V−v are both non-evasive on the ground setV\v.

Theorem 18. LetL be a convex geometry on ground set E, let A be a convex set of
extreme points, and let1free be its simplicial complex of free sets. Thenlink1free(A) is
non-evasive, and hence collapsible and contractible.
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Proof. By Lemma 17 we know that link1free(A) = 1free(L/A). Hence we may assume
A = ∅, and we need only show that1free itself is non-evasive.

If ex(E) = E, then1free is a simplex and there is nothing to prove. For an extreme
point e ∈ E we have by Lemma 17 that link1free(e) = 1free(L/e) and1free|E−e =
1free(L|E−e). Thus by induction on the cardinality of the ground set it follows that
link1free(e) and1free|E−e are non-evasive.

Corollary 19. If M is an acyclic oriented matroid and A⊂ ex(M) is convex, then
link1free(M)(A) is collapsible and hence contractible.

We will need the following topological fact in the proof of Theorem 2. Call a faceF
of a simplicial complex1 exposedif link1(F) is collapsible. Define thedeletionand
star of F in 1 as follows:

del1(F) := {G ∈ 1: G 6⊇ F},
star1(F) := {G ∈ 1: G ∪ F ∈ 1}.

Proposition 20. If F is an exposed face in1, thendel1(F) is a collapse of1.

Proof. Let G0, . . . ,Gn be a sequence of faces of link1(F) such that00 = link1(F),
0i+1 = 0i [Gi ] is an elementary collapse, and0n+1 = ∅. ThenG0∪ F, . . . ,Gn ∪ F is a
sequence of faces of1 such that0′0 = 1,0′i+1 = 0′i [Gi ∪ F ], is an elementary collapse,
and0′n+1 = del1(F).

We now return to the discussion of links of vertices in1free(M) for a simple oriented
matroidM. Our immediate goal is to compare link1free(M)(e) with 1free(Simp(M/e)).
We should perhaps point out that, unlike the hypotheses of Lemma 17, Theorem 18, and
Corollary 19, even ifM is acyclic so that there is an associated convex geometry, we do
not assume here thate is an extreme point of this geometry.

Recall thatM/e is defined to be an oriented matroid on ground setE − e, having
covectors given by the restrictions toE−eof those covectorsf ofMwith f (e) = 0, and
Simp(M/e) is its simplification. It turns out to be awkward to deal with the simplification
Simp(M/e) rather thanM/e itself, so we first reduce to the case where bothM and
M/e are simple. Note that an acyclic set containinge never contains an antiparallel to
e, i.e., an element which would give rise to a loop inM/e. Also note that sinceM is
simple, in each non-loop parallelism classC ofM/e there is a unique elementeC such
that {e,eC} is free inM. For this reason, we can consider Simp(M/e) as an oriented
matroid over the ground setE′ consisting of the elementseC, whereC runs through the
non-loop parallelism classes ofM/e. One can check that link1free(e), which by definition
is a simplicial complex over the ground setE − e, in fact only contains simplices from
E′. Thus the restrictionM′ :=M|E′ has the following properties:

link1free(M)(e) ∼= link1free(M′)(e),

Simp(M/e) ∼= M′/e.
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Therefore in studying link1free(M)(e), we can replaceM byM′, allowing us to assume
that bothM andM/e are simple.

The next proposition collects some observations about the relationship between the
convex hull operator inM and inM/e.

Proposition 21. Assume that bothM andM/e are simple oriented matroids. If A ⊂
E − e is convex inM/e, then

(a) A is convex inM,
(b) A+ e is convex inM, and
(c) exM/e(A)+ e⊂ exM(A+ e).

Proof. For part (a), we must show convM(A) = A. Rephrased, we must show that if
e′ in E− A has the property that every covectorf ofM with f identically+ on A also
has f (e′) = +, thene′ is in A. First note that this property fore′ impliese′ 6= e: since
A is convex inM/e implies A is acyclic inM/e, there must be some covectorf ofM
with f (e) = 0 and f identically+ on A.

It is then easy to see thate′ lies in convM/e(A): any covectorf ofM with f (e) = 0
(that is, a covector ofM/e) which is identically+ on A will have f (e′) = + by a
particular case of our assumption one′. Hencee′ ∈ convM/e(A) = A, so A is closed
inM.

For part (b), we must show convM(A+ e) = A+ e. Rephrased, we must show that if
e′ in E−A−ehas the property that every covectorf ofMwith f identically+ on A+e
also hasf (e′) = +, thene′ is in A+ e. We will show thate′ lies in convM/e(A) = A in
this case. To see this, assumeg is a covector ofM with g(e) = 0 (that is, a covector of
M/e) which is identically+ on A. We must showg(e′) = +. Sincee′ is not parallel to
e (elseA would not have been convex inM/e), there is some covectorh ofM having
h(e′) = − andh(e) = +. Then the covectorg ◦ h of M, guaranteed to exist by the
perturbation axiom [4, Axiom L2], will be identically+ on A sinceg was, and have
(g ◦ h)(e) = +. The property assumed fore′ implies(g ◦ h)(e′) = +. Sinceh(e′) = −,
this impliesg(e′) = +, as desired.

For part (c), note thatelies in exM(A+e)by parts (a) and (b). Givena in exM/e(A), we
know conv(A) and conv(A)−a are both convex inM/e. Hence by part (b), conv(A)+e
and conv(A)+ e− a are both convex inM. This impliesa is in exM(conv(A)+ e), so
a is in exM(A+ e).

It immediately follows from Proposition 21 that1free(Simp(M/e)) is a subcomplex
of link1free(M)(e). We can now recall and prove Theorem 2 from the Introduction.

Theorem 2. 1free(Simp(M/e)) is a collapse(and hence a strong deformation retract)
of link1free(M)(e).

Proof. As in the discussion before Proposition 21, we may assume without loss of gen-
erality that bothM andM/eare simple. Call a subsetA in link1free(M)(e)−1free(M/e)
unwanted. Our strategy is to collapse away the unwanted faces from link1free(M)(e) in
stages.
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To be more precise, let10 := link1free(M)(e). Having defined1i−1, let Ai be an
unwanted face of1i−1 with Āi := convM/e(Ai ) of maximum cardinality. Then let
Fi := exM/e(Ai ), and define1i := del1i−1(Fi ). We claim thatFi is an unwanted face
of 1i−1. If not, then Fi is an element of1free(M/e), and hence is convex inM/e.
However, this would imply

Fi = convM/e(Fi ) = convM/e(Ai ) = Āi ⊃ Ai ,

contradicting the fact thatAi is unwanted.
We claim further thatFi is always an exposed face in1i−1, which would complete

the proof via Proposition 20. To prove this claim, we must show that link1i−1(Fi ) is
collapsible. LetM′ denote the restrictionM|Āi+e of the matroidM to the subset̄Ai +
e. Collapsibility of link1i−1(Fi ) follows from Corollary 19 and the following three
subclaims:

Subclaim 1. link1i−1(Fi ) = link1free(M′)(Fi + e).

Subclaim 2. M′ is acyclically oriented(so that it gives rise to a convex geometry).

Subclaim 3. F + e⊂ exM′(Āi + e) (= ex(M′)).

Subclaims 2 and 3 are easy. To see Subclaim 2, note thatĀi is convex inM/e by
definition, implyingĀi +e is convex inM by Proposition 21(b). HencēAi +e is acyclic
inM.

To see Subclaim 3, note that the extreme elements ofĀi +e inM′ are the same as its
extreme elements inM, since we have already seen thatĀi + e is convex inM. Then
Fi + e⊂ exM(Āi + e) by Proposition 21(c).

For Subclaim 1, we show that the left-hand and right-hand sides are contained in each
other. GivenF in the right-hand side, we have thatF ∩ (Fi + e) = ∅ andF ∪ Fi + e
is free inM′ =M|Āi+e. SinceĀi + e is convex, this impliesF ∪ Fi + e is also free in
M, soF is in the left-hand side.

Given F in the left-hand side, we haveF ∩ Fi = ∅ and F ∪ Fi ∈ 1i−1. Note that
F ∪ Fi is unwanted sinceFi is. Then

Āi = convM/e(Ai ) = convM/e(Fi ) ⊂ convM/e(F ∪ Fi )

implies that the last inclusion must actually be an equality, otherwise we would contradict
the maximality ofĀi . ThusF ∪ Fi ⊂ Āi . To show thatF lies in the right-hand side, we
must showF ∪ Fi + e is free inM′ =M|Āi+e. We know thatF ∪ Fi + e is free inM
since

F ∈ link1i−1(Fi ) ⊂ link10(Fi ) = link1free(M)(Fi + e).

ThereforeF ∪ Fi + e is also free inM′.
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5. Application: Counting Interior Elements

The goal of this section is Theorem 23 below. As mentioned earlier, in the case of a
realizable acyclically oriented matroid, this result was conjectured in [1], and proven in
[10] and [16]. Aside from the fact that Theorem 23 generalizes the main result of [10],
the proof below simplifies conceptually the topological proof given there.

Say that an elemente∈ E is interior if the contracted matroidM/e is totally cyclic.
Note that in the case whereM is the (realizable, acyclically oriented) oriented matroid
corresponding to an affine point configurationA, the elemente will be interior exactly
when it corresponds to a point ofA which lies in the relative interior of the convex hull
of A. Also note that whenM is itself totally cyclic,everyelemente in E is interior.

The definition of interior elements together with Theorems 1 and 2 immediately imply

Corollary 22. For any e in E, we have thatlink1free(M)(e) is homotopy equivalent to a{
sphereSr (M)−2 if e is interior,

point otherwise.

Define theβ invariant ofM by

β(Lconv(M)) :=
∑

A∈Lconv(M)

µ(0̂, A) rankLconv(M)(A),

whereµ(−,−) denotes the M¨obius function inLconv(M).

Theorem 23. For any oriented matroidM,

β(Lconv(M)) = (−1)r (M)−1#{interior elements e in E}.

Proof. For a convex setA, the interval [̂0, A] in Lconv(M) is meet-distributive, and
hence coatomic if and only ifA is free, in which case it is a Boolean algebra of rank|A|.
Consequently, we have

β(Lconv(M)) :=
∑

A∈Lconv(M)

µ(0̂, A) rankLconv(M)(A)

=
∑

freeA⊆E

(−1)|A||A|

=
∑
e∈E

∑
A free
e∈A

(−1)|A|

=
∑
e∈E

−χ̃(link1free(M)(e)),

whereχ̃ denotes the reduced Euler characteristic. The result then follows from Corol-
lary 22, sinceχ̃ is a homotopy invariant that vanishes for a point, and satisfiesχ̃(Sr ) =
(−1)r .
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